
KANE is the final “face to the customer” 
for dozens of consumer product
companies who rely on KANE’s
transportation team for nationwide final-
mile delivery to retailers and grocery chains.
Consumer goods distribution is our core
focus and we understand the industry’s
special transportation requirements, such 
as high-volume promotion support, routing
guide compliance and direct-to-store
deliveries. Our delivery coordinators work
with the same consignees daily and have
built trusted relationships that help speed
deliveries and avoid chargebacks.

Benefits of a partnership with KANE
Transportation include: 

Improved service. KANE delivers 
award-winning performance to
Walmart/Sam’s Club, Kimberly-Clark and
other leading CPG companies. As a fleet,
we are consistently 99%+ on time to
delivery windows.

Reduced costs. Pool distribution.
Consolidated retail deliveries. Continuous 
moves. KANE leverages these and other 
optimization strategies to shrink your freight costs.

Greener operations. KANE’s Smartway-certified
fleet consists of late-model, fuel-efficient tractors. 
Our collaborative distribution program brings together
like manufacturers to combine freight, take trucks off
the road and lower your carbon footprint.

Easy data exchange with complete visibility.
KANE supports all common electronic data 
interchange (EDI) formats for fast, easy data 
exchange. And our web portal gives you 24/7
shipment status information throughout the 
delivery cycle, including PODs.   

Facts on KANE Transportation
• Nationwide coverage using KANE assets and 

carefully selected carrier partners.

• Truckload fleet of 150 power units and 800 
trailers.

• Rail siding at KANE DCs to support intermodal 
shipments.

• Northeast distribution a specialty.

• Wireless communication with KANE drivers for 
real-time, 24/7 monitoring.

Nationwide Retail Distribution of Consumer Products

KANE’s technology to support transportation management includes a
tier 1 transportation management system (TMW Systems) and GPS fleet
tracking (Qualcomm). This image illustrates how KANE customers can
immediately identify a truck’s exact location and, by clicking the “details”
hyperlink, can drill down even further to determine delivery status
relative to goal.



Transportation Services

KANE’s asset-based truckload service is focused on
retail deliveries from KANE-operated distribution
centers, while our brokerage service routinely
manages deliveries throughout the lower 48 states
and Southeastern Canada. Transportation services
include:

Dedicated contract carriage. By committing
assets to your business on a custom basis, KANE
gives you the advantages of a private fleet – reliable
service and guaranteed capacity – without the cost
and headaches of fleet purchase, fleet management
and driver hiring and retention. Our dedicated
service is used primarily to support final retail
delivery.    

• Same trained drivers on daily runs.

• Capacity can be locked in at predictable rates.

• Guaranteed capacity during peak seasons.

• KANE’s sales organization works to fill backhauls
to reduce costs.

Regional trucking. KANE provides a for-hire fleet,
at a fixed tariff, for runs within 150 miles of a KANE
multi-client distribution center. The service focuses
on high-turn freight moves for companies requiring
high service capabilities, such as hitting tight delivery
windows. 

• Flexible, as-needed transportation capability.

• Dry or temperature-controlled deliveries.

Pool distribution. KANE’s solution offers a
cheaper, faster alternative to LTL for shipments from
the Northeast to other U.S. regions. By consolidating
long-distance LTL shipments, we save small and 
mid-market companies 25%–35% on outbound
freight moves. Unlike LTL, KANE ships direct to local

pool points for final delivery and commits to specific
delivery dates.    

• Nationwide coverage – network of pool partners
enables delivery to 500 3-digit zip codes in the
lower 48 states.

• Price set based on ship-to points and weight and
will not change – KANE assumes the risk of
attracting other “share the ride” participants.

• Pool distribution combines with local last-mile
delivery for a seamless, door-to-door solution.

• Temperature-controlled capability for both linehaul
and last-mile deliveries.

Northeast retail consolidation. KANE’s
collaborative solution can reduce last-mile delivery
costs up to 35% by creating a shared distribution
infrastructure for multiple companies that ship
products to the same Northeast retail customers.
Companies co-locate their inventory at KANE’s
Northeast Pennsylvania distribution campus and ship
in consolidated truckload deliveries. 

• Overnight delivery to all Northeast states, from 
Maine to Virginia.

• 40+ years experience delivering daily to 
Northeast retail and grocery chains, including 
direct-to-store and difficult inner-city deliveries.

Let’s Talk

Is your current freight solution ineffective in meeting
the delivery requirements of your mass retail and
grocery customers at a reasonable cost? Contact
KANE for a no-obligation analysis of how our 
transportation solutions can work for your business. 

DISTRIBUTION  •  TRANSPORTATION  •  PACKAGING  •  CROSS DOCKING

p: 888.356.KANE (5263) •  e: info@kaneisable.com
w: www.kaneisable.com

Kane Is Able, Inc. provides logistics services specially designed for consumer goods companies and their retail
customers. KANE-operated distribution centers are located in every region of the country.


